














































































s H> (T.x,y). Let 6 be a mean on gco(S), define 
(Te(x), y) = 6.((T.x, y)) 
+ 
?
= {<T.x,y>6(s); s e S} if 6 e (11(S))1. 
Then Ta is a non-expansive mapping from C -> C (see [7]). 
Call a sequence (net) {e~} of means on S an eryodic sequence (net) for non-
expansive mappin9s if for any reprcsentation S = {T.; s e S} of S as non-expansive 
mappings on a closed convex subset O of a Hilbert space into O such that F(S) ~ R, 
then for each x e C, the sequence (net) Ta~ (x) converges weaJdy to a fixed point of S. 
A net of means {,4*} on ~= (S) Is called "asymptotically mvanant" if 
I~n (/h*(~.f) - k~*(f)) = O and 
li"m (kt*(r.f) - p'*(f)) = O for all s e S 
Theorem ([7]). Let S be an amenable semigroup. Then any "asymptoticaily invariant 
net" of means is an ergodic net for non-expansive mappings. 
Notes 
(1) Every invariant mean on eec (S) is asyriptotically invariant. 
(2) If m is an invariant mean on eco (S), then there is a net 6a e (~l (S))+1 such that 
n ea has finite support i.e. 6a = ~:; Ai53i (convex combination) such that 
i=1 
ea ~+ m. In particular the net {ea} is asymptotically invariant. Hence {aa} is 
an ergodic net of finite means on S for non-expansive mappings. 
Example ([7]): S = ({O, l, 2, . . . },+) 
1 n-1 6 ~ k, ?n k=0 
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then {en } is an asymptotically invariant sequence of finite means on S. Consequently, 
{6n} is an ergodic sequence of finite Ineans on S for non~3xpansive mappings. 
Problem Is Given an amenable semigroup S, when docs there exist a ergodic sequence 
of countable (or finite) means on S for non-expansive mappings? 
Problem 2: When can the net {Aa } of finite average of S in Theorem 2 be chosen to 
be a sequence dependent on the semigroup S? 
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